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-The influenc~- of welding conditions on the geometry of 
~ single pass. welds and the re-crystallized zone· formation of 
·multiple pass welds· for two welding processes have been 
. . 
. investigated ·:Ln a C-Mn-Si steel. ~' :, The welding pro~~sses evaluated 
were shielde,&i metal arc welding with E 7018 type electrode and 
inert gas metal arc welding with E 60S-2 wire an~~% oxygen-Argon 
gas shielding. 
The. single pass _welds were deposited as bead-on-plate and 
at the corner of a groove with current levels of 100 amperes 
(except for inert gas metal arc welding), 200, 3bo, and 400 
amperes. The travel speeds were 5, 10, 15, and 20 inches per 
minute.~ The multiple pass welds were deposited in a 3/4 inch 
60 degree groove with 200, 30_0, and 400 amperes ( except for. 
shielded metal arc welding), but limited to Bo kilo~joules per 
inch in total heat input. 
·, The welding location of the ~ingle pass bead tests did 
not -affect the-·weld geometries except for the width of bead. 
· Travel speed and current were the major factors influencing 
most of the weld dimensions. The thickness of the heat affected 
'· 
-·--· __ ··········-~-- --~--·--·-----'"- ---~---··-----·-· ..... zon .. e increased.al-most linearly with heat ·input ov~er ·the range··or· 
. '\ J 
_,,,,,'t'' 
., . 
study. In addition, for ·1nert gas metal arc welding, the . ~ . . 
·thickness of the heat affected zone "ariec!· with current level, 
and in particular the arc. transformation mode between globular 
and spray. 
7 
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·The area of · the 'fusion z.one was directly· proportional to 
the square\"()f the current divided by the travel speed in the 
19g.l-1o'g •. scale. The area of the fusion zone and the area of 
. ,:; , ...... 
- ., 
the heat affected z.one showed linear relationship in the range 
of study. It is assumed that the· area of fusion ·zone, the·area 
L.J 
of heat affected zone,. or the thickness of the heat affected 
.... .. zone in the single pass weld is related to the formation of 
re-crystallized area in the multiple pass weld. 
The maximum percent re-crystal.lization in· the multiple-
pass welds occured at. a heat input of 35 kilo-joules ger inch 
for the SMA process and _45 kilo-joules per inch for the GMA 
process. 
The most reliable relationship between welding parameters 
. and percent re-crystallization in the multiple-pass welds was 
the heat· input . 
·. Percent re-crystalliz·ation and Vee-Charpy impact toughness 
exhibted a ~linear relationship in the range studied. Th,erefore, 
as expected, increasing re-crystalliz.ed area in the multiple 
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The extentv of the applications of w·elding technology 
embraces a myriad of industries from joining lieavy-seetion 
., pressure vessels to higly sensitive and subminiature electronics 
equipment.- Because of those broad applications, many spe~ific 
. welding processes have been dev~l:oped. Howeve_r, the basic ., 
... 
principles used in these processes are similar, and can be 
characterized by a heat source i_ntense· eno_ugh. to melt the· 
.... 
-·· 
~ materials which are to be joined. The intense heat may have 
both beneficial as well as harmful effects on the welded parts. 
The most popular welding process in the heavy-section 
. 
. industry is consumable electrode arc welding, where the heat 
. 
. source is profluced by an electric arc associated with a 
.. 
substantial addition of metal to the welded joint. For this 
investigatirn, the inert gas metal arc and shielded metal arc 
\I 
. 
- welding pro~sses were selected. Those proce,sses are rath-er 
conventional, and have broad application~ in many industries. 
' . 
:, ' .:,1 
,- \1 ' ,Ir ,.f~ '.'. I - ' •':\ • ,,--*;:,•• The mechanical properties of a welded joint are greatly 
' .----1 
meta.ls,. stress history, and the the-rmal cycles· of the metal. ~ . 
Generally, these th~rmal cycles are an important factor in 
obtaini!!g good . .results, since. the heat source not only· fuse~ 
the base m·etal but als·o _torms a hea~ a.ffected. ··zon·e immediately · 
--- ! .-
adj~cent to the fusion zo-ne. This resulting heat affecte,d· zone 
may have· harmful effect-a on the mec._hanical .. Properties of 
L. .... f •• 
·.., 
',l:I 
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. "ul t~le pass welding,· since the· energy which forms the heat 
• Ir 
'It' affected zone is consumed in .. refining previously welded layers ~-
that have a large columnar structure· due ·to ·the as-welded 
condi t·ion. . - - . . . Subsequent welding passes, therefore, cause partial 
' .. 
re~crystallization of the wel'ti metal :{?reviously deposited, and 
this re-crystallized area has an equiaxed grain structure with 
a minimum ferrite grain size which exhibits higher toughness 
. .,, 
than tbe columnar structure has • 
. 
Th_e shape and size of heat affect.ed zone, or re-
. 
crystallized '.Z,one ( in multiple pass -welding) is. directly 
depende~t upon welding parameters s~ch as current, voltage, or 
travel s,peed ~tc. ·Th.ere· is a lack of systematical study in 
this area that relates the welding parameters and. re- ·1 
-· 
crystallization phenomenon, and the possible b.eneficila. .. ~.ffec·ts 
of multiple pass weldi-ng. 














1. To determine the effect .. _<?~ w~.!g!~Jgcp~rc.1J1i~t~r.§~ .. -and _l-.o~ca~_iona-........ ,--=-c~:~~=--·····--··0 ····---~.-
-
on the formation of the he·at affected zo~e, or other weld 
.(,1_,,,,11,.,a,1• 
geometries_, in the single pass weld. 
----·-···-··-··---••-<• .. -~----· -··· .... , ···--··· -·•"·. ·---·· ...... -·-- •• -· ····-··--···-·· ._,._ . ' .. ,- ...•........ 
••--•·• ••••- - -.- ,------~~.-H- •---~--·• • • • 
... l 
' To determine the_ effect of welding parameters on re-
-- --· --~--·---- -. 
c·rys_tallization of weld· m~tal in the multiple pass weld.· 
3. To determine the effe_~t o_f the re~crys;t.allized zone· in 
.. 
, ~ 
' .. the multiple pass· weld on· impact toughness of th·e .gas 
metal arc (GMA) and shielded metal arc (SMA) processes. 
.i.; 
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'4. TO" relate "single pass weld" test results and "multiple 
pass weld" results to permit the prediction o:f th.e re-
··· crystallizat~on in mul tipfi· pass weld ·from single pass 
wel.4ing. 
To determine the optimum r-ange of welding· conditions fo·r 
t' 
. ;.,, 
· the highest impact property in the multiple pass weld. 
To accomplish these objectives, the work was. based on 
two aspects of inves~igation, the single pa.l3s weld and the -
•' 
' -. 
multiple pass weld. In the former, a broad range of heat input 
· conditions was investigatEtd, but the heat "input was limited to 
. 80 kilo-jOules per inch in the multiple-pass welds, since 
Vee-Charpy impact totighnee;:;s of. multiple pasa weld shows rather 
( 6) J sudden diminution beyond80 kilo-joules per inch. ~he lineal 
scanning technique was used to obtain -a quantitativ~ measure 
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R~VIEW OF/l'HE LITERATURE ·"' 
:-- .--~. 
....... 
tJ -l. Formation of Heat Affected Zone in Weld 
In the past decade, many researches have been I'.'eported 
relating to the mechanical properties and the characteristics of 
the HAZ of welded joints. The arc wel·ded joint consists of two 
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( The molten metal in the fusion zone cools primarily by conductioV-
of the heat· away from the fusion zone. This. conduction of the 
J;, ~ 
heat _produces a complex heat affected zone immediately adjacent 
to the _fusion zone. Because of many research reports regarding 
·, 
this subject, the literature review of this section is limited 
. ~' 
;/ 
-'c to steel arc welding. 
According to a recent study~ 1) the heat affected zone 
. - -
contains several subzones. One i_s the partially melted zone 
. . located just ou·tside · the weld interface. The other is the ,true • 
heat affected zone. Where the microstructure is· changed ·by -heat 
"~ 
treatment at ·temperatures between the solidus and the-AC1 point 
but not remelted by the welding thermal cycles. The time-
< :-,---- -~----t·empe~ature eoo11·ng curj[e can predict the type and de~ee of 
transformation in these areas. This information may be ,u~.eful 








- - - - -- ------·-· - .- -- ~ ··--· ---·-···-· -·--- ··- ---- ···- - -
.. 
c~bon steel may be summarized ~s follows ~2 ) The re_gion 
. -immediately adjacent to the fusion zone will be 1the parti~ly 
-- "I·.,•,--:. ----~.., 
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') au.s~~nit~c ~egion. 
_, 
' 
. . This region~ therefore, exl1i.bits large grain 
sizes . The :r.~~ul ting ···grain size is. a .maximum at the ·edge of th·e 
' heat affected zone near,est the fusion zone. 
The grain size diminishes rapidly with increasing distance 
from the fusion·· zone. Austeni te grain size ·at the fusion line, 
measured perpe·ndicularly to heat". flow,, increases·_ proportionately 
..,, 
to the square root ~; heat input~3) 
Farther from the fusion zone the welding thermal cycle , .. . 
. 
· produces grain refinement •. ·Th·i~ region, heated to just above 
-- the temperature required for complete auste-ni tiz.ation, exhibits· 
a totally refined,, equiaxed, grain struc-ture with a minimum 
ferrite grain si~ze •. -.. This grain size,, presumably, is a minimum 
_ wh-ere a maximum temperature in the· neighborhoo_d of ____ thtt~effective 
..$ .. 
upper cri tieal temperature (AC3) is realized. This refined region 
' possesses. the most notch-tough region in the heat affected zone. 
Outside the region of- refined grains, is, the partially 
refined region due to partial austenitiz.ation. This region 
':I,-· -
. fj forms the border of the refined zone. The width of this region 
depends on the carbon content of the steel. The areas richest 
in carbon may exhibit am extreme~y tine grai.n struc~ure, while __ :i:;::.~ 
)the ferritic regions become less affected as the maximum 
.. 
-
_ ... temperature. attained diminishes. 
! ····· ... - ····--- ... ,_, __ ---- . 
approximately the e ffeetiYe lower critical te~perature (AC1). 
Because of this thermal ·cycle, the lamellar carbides tend to 
~, 
· dissolve on heating and re- form as spheroidal particles up.on 
,: 
i;;, ·11,;;. ......... ~ ........... , ..... ''.'! •. ·•.'i"'~.,,,•·' ..... \/1' • 
•~j ~ 
·~~:;:.;.,J ,, 
. ,1 ... ~·~ ·.-~.,.,, .V~f.t'~.t.,,-.,"':r".:,,•~~ .. ,. •. ~ •. v.•;;1?.,•:. ,_,_,._~·~ • .•---·-"'~ ~·-
-
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.. ~ c·ooling. The spheroidized carbide particles s·how as colonies 
'l, . 
within the originally pearli tic areas. 
' :-- , ....... -~··"::·p· .... 
~ ' . 
• • j ,, The matrix Of ferrite remains in an un-affected condit~n., 
Beyond this. region of spheroidization, structural changes may '-
. not be observed. ----- . 
The .time for those reactions to occur is rather short, 
' 
; .' .. -· 
-~ 
"' 
b.eing on the order of magnitude ... of s·econds. Tberefo.re, the 
• _ __'!_ _______ _:_ _ ,____ ' -· ·-·-·" ·-·-
·-· 
'·'.;.'. 
'. :. _; 
.. 
temperature required to produce the observed metallographic 
~hanges are always considerably higher than the temperatures 
- - -f . 
. which govern equilibrium reactions~ 4) 
' 
. 
, · The heat affected zones of multip~e pass welds show more C 
complicated features. Previously deposited weld metal with~ 
col~mnar· structure produce·d by solidification under directional 
heat flow will experience one 'Or more thermal cycle~ by subsequent· 
weld passes ~5) The re-crystallized region loCated immediately 
.. 
adjacent to the last bead, possesses fine polygonal ferrite 
with a precipi t~~e .. o·f small spherical particles, which may be 
Fe3o4• The quantity of. fine grains in the entire weld nugget 
has· a great effect on_ the mechanical properties. The value of 
. .. 
' "' 
,, ........ ,, .. \, .. , 




of 1/~D, .where D is thl;l grain diameter~5) . Immediately outside 
" I e-f the re-crystallized region i·S foun9-. a. par.tially al te·red 
- - - - - --- --·- •••••- -- .I 
- • -
--~ - -- ----- -- - ---
---.. _____ , ___ ··-- - -- ·-- ·- ----- ---·----~ -- __ ,._ .. __ ........ -. -..,, ____ ·---......... - ... ---··· ·---·-·---· --------···-·-·-·-··-···-·'"-·-·-·--'·•-----·-~--------· ··_-··- . - ' -·-·-- ... 
columnar s_tructu~e region that has been l.J:.eated to·· tem·pering 
---··-·---------- ~- , . . .. temi1eratu~re' or slightly above. This tempered zone also has 
- ' 
- - , 
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-- 8;: Effec'ts of Wal.ding Parameters on Welds Geome!o-:Pies 
9. 
!':,,·. 
Arc behavior in consumable electrode s.ingle pass welding 
"---- - ~'( 3· 7 · 13) h-as· been studied by. many investigators. '· r1_~ · It has been 
· pointed out that in consumable electrode welding, the total 
. mel ti~g rate of the electrode is the me·lting rate caus~d by the 
arc plus ~he 
of electrode 
. - 2 
m~lting rate ·due to the IR heating of the.length 
beyond the contact tipp 4> The melting rate of the 
, 
. wire' which·. is . a •major ··ractor on tlie area O r-·-=c11e·--nfs-fon·z9ne~; ··-------
has also been found to be d8p~ndent u~n the size of the electrode. 
In order to fill a groove of a given dimension, a definite volume 
~ . 
of weld f8ta1 per inch of length of weld is required. ..r11e cross 
sect·ional area of weld metal and the r.atio o·f the current to 
' 
the speed.of travel (I/S) has a linear relationship. 
Therefore, the cross sectional area of tne deposi te.d weld metal 
can be predic~ed for a given melting r-a te in poundS per minute~ 1 O) 
In other words, in the fused metal area, both the molten metal 
\ 
tr~ns_fe;r-red from the electrode and the quantity of base metal 
t • 
fus·ed increases with tlie welding curr.ent. As travel speed 
increases for a_ given current.; this .. area will decrease. 'The 
normal changes in the -weldi~g·voltage seem to have relatively 
--,.-,,,.,,.-.,-... ,,-.,.,.~-~·= .. == .. =:~,=,---~~-··,·=~~'7··~---~··~··---·<o-.. ,-,.--~-.-·cc-cc-.. ~~~·-·-···-·······-··-···---------- ..... ,,,·-------•. ,--,.-,,.---~-.---· .. ,--.----.,---· ' ...... , .. , __ ._, ____ .... c·8 )· 
. · less effect on the n~gget area .. -
) 
The fused metal area, controlled by. ~he current and travel-
"' ,,_ • •-~ H•>' ••00-••••0 •• _ ... _,~••""""~••-••• "M••••<~n,oO•H•-~-•••••- •~-·"" •'• • ~·- '. --·-·--•-•"'-•--••·• • • "••••••••• • ., _,, •. -,. •·---·• .,,.-, o• • • -·••• 
~peed, has been related to the 1 ;716 power of the current and 
-inv-ersely "tt the first power of the travel speed for sub-merged 
. - ··--· . 
. ··· · ar·e welding. The rela~ionship is not a$---precise. for inert gas 
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t ·-
'- . .' I 
.,. ~ . 
. · 1 1!.71.6 . 
. . Log(AREA) = 0.903log S - 3.95 
\ __ . 
where, I = 1 current, amperes .I 
S= travel speed, inches per minute 
The equation shown above was established for SJJb-merged 
a:rc welding. -Improved efficiency of energy utilization is 
'10 -
·.,r . 
On the other hand, a d!mensionless parameter was proposed • · 
to predict the fusion area so that relationships could be 
formulateG for almost all processes and materials, as follows; Ct3) 
' , 




Parameter== J s 1{3 
wher~, ' J= effective.heat input 
S = travel speed, inches per minute 
A log-log plot should produce an approximately straight 
line relationship between total weld cross sectional area and 




the parameter Jsl/3~(l3, 22 ,.26) 
J is expres.sed as follows; 
r . .r·· ~-,.~ 
where., 
- J = f E =: ( 60f l.V /S ) 
I = current, amperes~ . 
V = voltage, vol ts 
S = travel speed, inches per minute 
. f = efficiency 
.· ~.,: .. -- --···- .~~~- -- __ · __ --, __ ·, . .,., ____ · ·: ..... _,'=>·.-----~~-·---· 
. ·c·· 




. f = o.8 for Sub-merged Are Welding. 9 
t ·- 0.92 for Gas Metal Arc Welding with Co2 gas shielding. 
' . 
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r · .. ·.' .\·zo~e which has been raised to temperatures above the AC1 trans-
.... 
- ---~- -, - - -- ~----·. ' - .. : ....... _ -~ ----~--
.. 
formation t>bemper~ture. and during· cooling by the adjacent pl~te, 
> 
c anges in structure. Accompanying the chan~s in penetration 
.,. 
and nugget size will be· a change in the depth. or width. of the 
heat affected zone. Thi·s. cha~ge in depth will indicate ·the 
' ._/1"!':l gradient from ~he maximum. temperature of the molten weld- me_tal 
A in .. --.th.e nug:ge-t--·tQ~~~~t-h-e----ambient tempe-rature- of- th·e ba:sl:r metar-:------
·The depth .of the heat affect·ed zone, ·in general, decreases ·ror ,, 
---·------
.a given ~nergy input with an inc.~ease· in current and speed of 
travel~ 9) Since thermal conductiVity decreases as carbon 
increases, and iftcreases rapidly with a rise in te~peratur~, it 
is obvious that. the relationships are com·plex and that the dep~h 
' 
of the heat affected zone may be affecte.d.. by changes -in any of 
the variables,~ in the welding technique~ s_ize of plate, •or c,he111:t:c~ 
al comp.osition-~ 71----------. · 
~-
In determining the penetration for· any particular weld, 
Jackson ·assumed that penetration is the distance below the level 
of molten metal in. the crater to which. the base metal is melt~d .• 
Measurements of the crater level during various: wel·ding conditions 
--- ·-- ..... ,_ -- - - .-
-, . ~- - •' . 
-··- --·-· ---· - ·---~------·-·· ·-
""'""""''""'··-e,·o,""'"" ___ , ••• e,..._--';..,_,_, __ ,..;,..~~· -··,~--·-=,.,~-"-·arce-··---1rr1rr<rs·t--=Jrcffiejci~s·te~ift, -owing to e·xpe.rirperi tal di f ficul t:ies • 
·.rt ·therefore has been hypothesized, that crater depth below _tbe . 
' 
· ·.: · :_.;,.;· _ _:;_c:_ __ ~l-a-t-e- .. surfac-e·--··m ay··-·vary-·-rro m-z-e ro ___ to ____ tlie ·8ll ti r e--·p en e £rat f On .. ce-·-. . ~--· ·-· . ----·-
de pending on welding conditions~lO) -:- r ·· 
... ~-
___ - - .. ~-
. 
.. . Howeve~, ~n ·many cas.e, the pene~ration ·is roughly the 
_penetration below the surface of the plate, sin·ce the crater is 
,. 
es·sential.ly level with the plate surface. The extension o.f the 
: 
_ .... ::.-· 
·, 
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• 
arc below the plate is measured as nearly equal· to the penetration . 
~ 
by means of ·1 projected image of the arc~ l 5},.. 
Fusing of the plate by heat flow is limited by th.e ,steep thermal/ ·-· .. 
. / 
gradient at. the edge of the fusion zone~?) Marc force acting 




2 · r1 ·· F = KI iog------
radius of arc at creater 
radius of arc at electrode 
I= current, amperes 
. ~ .... ,· 
K = constant · 
• 
F = force toward crater 
' .. :: .' ..... 
.-~..., . 
The arc force at· .. ·the crater will increase with an increase "'2, 
in current, for a given electrode, or with a decrease in the 
diameter of the electrode for a given current. In other words, 
the penetration should increase with1 current density~ 16) 
Generally, the welding current is the _most significant factor 
·- -for the penetration, while the travel speed is next and arc 
voltage· is a less important factor. The penetration has been 
related to the, -combined performance factors of the current, . 
......... ., .. ,.,,_ ... _. .. ,.~·.,,c-,cc,c,c.-,.,,,.~, .. -,.- ................ "''"" ' ..... ,_ .... - · (." 
~ . 8 
voltage, and travel speed as follows; ( ) 
) 
--i, --






I = current~ amperes 
·v-= voltage, vol ts --
,. -------: 
S = travel·· speea .. ;=-inches per ·minute 
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· There are some ... characteristics unique to g~s metal arc weldi~g. 
·-. ~- . '' . -~---,., ' 
"'"" . ~ "-..~ .- . . . . . 
-one is a,"trans f orm4,Qn phe~omenon of arc mode, be-tween spray 
or globular transfer o~e molten electrode. , · · , · 
. -~~ 
Gurev and Stout(3) reported~t voltage increases· above a certain 
.. ~ 
'•"-. 
;),," level' despite the resultant incr·eased electrical energy consump- ' 
J; 
-
6 tion, resulted in linear decreases in penetration at all current 
1 eve ls. This was caused by sp~EtY transfer. . Ho·wever, voltage 
, increases up to this level, resulted in pen~tration increases 
I;. 
due to globular transfer of metal. 
-Another unique phe.nomenon is the formation of a "Finger" 
penetration in the weld bead cross section. The penetration of 
most inert gas arc welds could be.divided into two regions: an 
elliptical region and B. finger~3} This finger type penetr~tion 
has heen described as the result of the high velocit,y and force 
which the molten particles achieve while traveling a.cro.ss the 
welding arc~ 20) Others have attributed such penetration to the 
plasma jets associated with the.sharply defined ionization core 
characteristic of monatomic gas arcs~ 21 ) ·· The finger penetration 
was described as~ follows: .J 
( 1) Except at extremely high trav·e1 :._sp·e·ed, finger height controls 
the magnitude of the penetration. 
~ . 
~-
________ .... __________ . _____ _ .11 ------------~ ?2. -~~-~-~e--~---~-eight decreas~es as ~~~-~-~ --~~- ~<>!_~~_e;~----~~ · increased_, _________________ ---·-·-----·----·------- __ 
-but it increases with current. 
~ .. 
...... ·-.o. 
On the--other hand, the depth of the ellipti.cal area_ 
,0--
... 
increases with voltage, is relatively ·ins.ensr.ti ve to curre·nt, 
and goes through·a maximum with speed var~ations. Despite this 
generally erratic behavior, these changes in depth of the-
. ,· -,,~ 
' ' 















___ :. 1.4 
I. _;· •• ... 
. ' 
elliptical ·portio,n· inn-~enc-e total penetration very little, exriept 
. 0 
,at extre~ely hi;gh speed~3) 
.. ! 
,. ,• 3; Efficiency of Arc Energy on Weld· Bead Formation and Heat 
Affected Zone. 
The study of efficiency" ~r" dist~ibution -of· energy in the 
welding arc has been st~died"from~ theoretical or practical 
viewpoint :by many investigators, be-cause of increased use of 
-welding processes with higher travel speeds and higher streng~h 
.-steel welding. It is important to' recognize-.. that compa.risions . 
. based on total energy may not be applicable and that the factors 
affecting the energy distribution must be considered. 
An early in.vestigator determined that the energy developed 
. . 
. 1 
at the surface of the anode was practically equal to that develo-
; 
. 
... _ , -'- ,, __ . ____ .. ped at. the catho-de. This test painted out t-hat -various ·materials · 
·~$,d as a coating ori the-~lectrodes may affect the distribution 
of energy~ l 9) In any study pf the energy distribution in electric 
_- --- ----- __ -_ -- - .;: -
- -- -
ar~ welding, some indicatio~ of the total quantity1 of metal which 
is_ fused is important. The energy utilized in melting the 
-~ electrode in sub~merged ·-arc and shielded -metal arc welding with 
' 
normal current densities is approximately 15% of. the· total energy . . -. -----
molten metal from th~ electrode, forms the we·ld nugget,·. is not. 
nearly so constant~ This portion of the arc energy increases rrom 
approximately 5· to 30% as the c·urrent -is in·cre~sed from 100 to 
, 
-200 amperes and· as travel speed increas-es. The balance of the: 
t·otal energy·· input. is. to be utilize:d in heating the plate, fusing 
.. 
_, 
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(f . 
the ~fiux, .:?'adiat~ri, .. and other auxiliary etfects~7) · ·· 
. ·.· On the other hand) a mo~e recent report( 2 ) pointed put ·--
·that the arc energy effici-ency, based on the assumption of ·the 
. '- ··-
a.rel being a point heat source, shows a rather ~igher efficiency. 
If Of!e assumes that a point s·9urce of heat is infinitely intense, 
th_e sources are completely define~d. by the. energy, they transfer \ . 
to the wel·dment p_er unit time. T~is net flux of· heat, q cal/sec, 
may be stated in terms __ -_ o-f the ~re volt-amperes, V· I, and a co-
efficient of arc effic~·ency (f) can be expressed as follows;. 
f = { 4. 18 q ) {%) V I ~-
r, 
·-According ·to this result, arc. ~ff'iciency for sub-m·erged 
arc welding is between 91 and 99 %. The efflgie.ncy of shielded 
metal ··ar·c welding, with A.C. current, falls· in a range of 66 to 
" 
85 % and gas met~ arc welding is. about 66 to 69 %, in deposi.tio.n.-~------· ··· ········· 
on mild steel. A relatively large. portion of arc energy is 
/consumed by heating the plate etc. This means that accompanying 
- ----
.c.-·-e· .. , ,_,,- ··,••:s··,.,_;··,' - . the changes i~'·-=penet·rat:Lci'n."~and--·nugget area, will be a change in 
-
--Mthe dept,h or_ width of the h_eat affected zone, which gives a -
,,,; 
. _beneficial effect in the multiple-pass welds. 
The tlieoretical intex.pretation of heat distribution in 
are· welding with· res·pect to the weld geometries, including heat 
affect·e-a zone, has been con.du~t_eg_~from an idealised __ model of the 
· 
-- U•c -·-·" 
_ 
.. 
··-- point or line heat s9urces by-several investigators\22,27) .. _ ~ 
_:..~--
The cooling __ rate behind a moving point source, which affects 
the entire metallographic structure, is predicted by equations 
as follows;{ 23) 
. ~-· 
• 
. . ···.,-:,,•:, ...... _.:. 
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~For a ~emi-inf'iilite platef " '-~· .. 











0 \ temperature, F 
"· 
· time, seconds 
3· To ) 
( 
travel speed, inches/minute 
arc ·,power,. joules/mi·nute 
$ 
. .. 0 ' 
pre-heat, _ F _ 
o· -
... thermal conductivi t.y, joules/second· in- F 
jJCp - volumetric heat capacity, jouleij/in3~ °F 
t -· plate thickness, · inches 
-
The pea~ temperatu·re experienc~.d- at a location r i_nc.hes 
away from the weld centerline· is also given by an equation as 
follows;( 25) . · · · 
. . 
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~ . ,. 
1 _ 2;72 f CpJGr 2 
Tr -~--- To· -- q/v 
Fo~ • thin plate: l • 
·'-· ·t.. ... _ _, . 1 _ 4. l.3 p Cp ty 
Tr·----~ T·o -- . q/v 
_. 
where; r ... : distanc.e from·.weld ce·nterline, inches 
~F = peak temperature experienced at r for. single 
. -~ 0 •~-·. pass weld, F 
·ts: ::: thickness," inches 
·y = distance from plane crea.ted by moving ~ine 
.• 
'· 
.. \', . 
. ,",4:r-~. . 
- ·.: .. , 






., ~ ·~- ···-·· .: 
.. . ~ •' 
· l7. 
... :-, ... ··-
.-· ..... -... 
seurce; inches _. 
~ .... 
"' 
Ty. peak temperature expe.rienced. at y for single 
' 
pass weld, OF, 




the formatio·n of a heat affected zone,. several 
· · (26 27 28) · studies have been reported, ' '· , 
If etching boundaries corresponding to p·eak tempe,ratures 
·are known, the·s.e equations can be r·elated to the cross section-al 
area of the heat affected zone as follows; 
.,, 
For a thick plate; 
1 
- -----
Tc· --:To- Tm - To 
Jor a thin plate~· 
1 ·1 
---------Tc-. To Tm - To 
-
2. 72f CpAZ 
q/v 
2.06 f CpAZ 
q/v 
w-here; Tc = et ehing boundary, _ de fi~~-a l?.Y 19W~§_i crt ti.cal· 
peak temperature. for solid state phase 
transformation, °F 
~-rm-=---- e-t-c-h-±n-g·--b~ound"ary-,---ae~r-i:nea·· oy -fusion, zo-n~e~~-~~aF-------. --'---- --------------_----,--
.. 
.. A·Z= ,-ea, included between the two etching boundaries 
associated with known peak temperatures, in2 
. . 
_ By calculation from measurements of the.heat affected zbne, 
the deri~~tios of calculate~ energy inputs to actual enfl..t:'SY _ _____ _ _ 
-;-- ,----··,--.--.-· ,, ---
_inpyts is in the range _9f 0.3 to 0.6. However, by measuring 
pe_,rl{ temperatures_ experie-nce.d at edge lo.cations and bottom center_ __ , __ _ 
lines, ~is same ratio is on the_ order of o.8 for bead on plate 
• 
sub-merged arc welding~ 12) 
•.', 
.,.· 
. -· i 
"· 
• • 1"· 
1-- ' 
111 •• , ..... ·,. 
·----·- .· .s.. 
• lV 
I• 






















The investigations car_;ried out in the course of this -thesis 
can ·be. divided into three e,xperim~nt~ _programs. 
,·:· The first stage was the preparation of basic data on the single 
(•. 
bead weld test. A series of single pass bead-on-plate and groove 
welds with the shielded metal arc and gas metal arc welding// 
processes was made over a wide. range of welding conditions to 
obtain the effe-ct of welding paramet .. ers on the -weld:~:bfiJJtd geometry • 
. .. 
The second pro gram_ involved the deposition of multiple-
.: 
. - :, 
pass welds, with heat inputs up to 80 Kilo-joules per inch • 
.. ~" 
fhe.- resul taD:"t weld beads_ were examined -to note how the weld:\.ng 
_., 
,(/ 
-parameters affected re-crystallization in the weld cross section 
by means of the linear scanning technique • 
• ;.:4;: .· • 
. . 




the Vee-notch Charpy toug~ness was investigated. ·A11 impact .. _ 
.. . , -:· 
-·~· . 
- - - - -- - . -· _ .. ---·-. ..,___:--·- . ~-. ~· --· .. - - · ... ·-·-------- . ·-·-· -·-· .. 
spec:i._mens were taken from the multiple-pass weld test plate. 
\;\, 
2. Materials 
-- - .··-, · ·· . ·· , -:- - Th-e base metal used- for this inves.tigation- was ·two-inch·· --- -- ·---··--·----/ 
•· 
... 
thtck · pla:te of A537 ___ steel. A537 is a carbon-mangan~se-silicon· 
steel of flange and fire box quality which combines ·high strength 
. ·with high notch· toughness. at temperat_ures ranging from ambient 
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··~ . ( ~ for vessels holding 1:i,,,quefied ga~es_ and offshore drilling-
~ ! 
-
·platforms where excellent notch toughness at -sug-zero temperatures . 
. 
. 
is- required. It has the sa,ime impact qualities as 2•1/4 % nickel 
steel ( ASTM A203 Grade A and B ) , while of"f~ering 0.,;~igher yield 1 
a~ensile strength even it i·s merely carbon-manganese-silicon 
. 
. 
steel. The chem~_cal .composition of the base. plate appears ·i~ 
Taoie-1, and other inform-ation on the .. steel has been reported by 
$t0ut, etal ~29 ); 
The shi.elded metal arc welding electrode was Lincoln LH-70, 
1/8, 3/16,· and l/4 inch diameter. ··-LH-70 is the ASTM designation 
A-233, -E7018 wit~ a coating of lo• hydrogen-iron powder type 
flux. · This electro.de is used for mild or alloy steels that 
.·:·require 70,000 psi ~ensile strength deposited metal. All positi-on 
JP 
welding can 'be done with 5/32" or smaller s.ize electrodes. 
The gas metal arc ·welding wire was Linde-65, 1/-16 inch diameter·. 
-· -·· -·-·· ··--------• • " ·--·----- ____ •• :...- •. -. -·· -- •. - ... • 
..• 'J 
- - -- . 
Linde-65 meets the classification of ASTM designation A-559, 
E60S-2. The chemical composition· of the wire appears in Table-1. 
The small amount of Oxygen in the inert shielding gas assures a· 
more .stable arcing co~dition. The chemical composi ti_o_p.s of the 
. . 
multipl~ pass weld .metal both shielded metal· arc and gas metal 
-·· -
arc processes were shown in Table 1. 
~ 




).• Welding Apparatus 
( 1) ·S.hiel-ded Metal Arc Welding 
... The automatic shielded metal arc welding equipment with the 
.. ~ . ,·-· 
. ,. 
.. 
', .. · '. -·. , . 




o·.. :· l . 20 
- . ·-~------··--
. 1,. . 
r.::. direct curr~nt~ reverse pol~rity was used .:for all welding ~of the 
,.,. 
'· 
shielded metal arc tests. In order to obtain a stable arcing 
_ condi tiori within proposed cur~ent leve.1, the electrode feeding " 
. .r.ate -·was. cont,roled manually, and weldin·g current and voltage · . , 
were ob·served. All consumed electrodes. were baked at about· q00-- .... - . 
. "-../ -deg. F. for 1 hour prior to· welding. -
(2) Gas. Metal Arc Welding 
GMA weld samples were prepared with a Linde SEC-6 inert 
gas metal arc welding unit, which has direct current and reverse 
polarity system. The Argon - 2% Oxygen· gas mixture employed at 
a total flow rate of 40 cubic feet per hour. The welding torch, 
( 
I~ Linde ST-12; was mounted on a side beam carriage whose travel 
speed can be controlel by an electronic governer, Linde EC-103, 
. . . •' The power supply, Linde SVI-500, is th~ constant potential type~ 
·-···----···· ... - . 
and has complete fle~bili ty, since Slope, Voltage, and Inducta.nce 
_., are all variable. Therefore, each factor can be adjusted at~ 
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4. J·oint Design 
-- (l J Si.ngle Pass Test 
The test plate used for the weld geometry study was 12 x · 4 . 
x 2 inches with· two grooves machined in. the_ both side of the 
.plate ·8:nd parallel to the long axis of the plate. The groove 
was mach.l.ned to a depth of 1/2 inch with side angles o·r 30 deg. 
'· 
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.. ,::-· 
, .. .,, 
' 
~. and a flat bottom with 3/·4 .. in~hes width. ,. Nominal dimensions of· 
the spec,:µnen are shown in Figtrre 1. One CO:rner of the groove 
-·--c·'"' l: Was welded with the sin.~~ J>ass. The flat .por"tions of the plate ' ., '·· .j 
' adjacent- to the groove were used for bead .. on plate tests. 
(2) Multiple Pass Test 
The test plate used for the ·mul ~ip~e pass test was lO-·x 5 
x 2 inches with one groove on each side·. The groove waa <machined 
--~ -to a depth of 3/4 inch withi a/Pro~ot radius of 1/4 inch and an 
included angle of 30 degree. After both groov~s were filled 
with multiple pass ~elds, the plate was sectioned into two parts 
~ at the. exact middle of thickness to obtain( metallographic specimens. 
Nominal dimensions of. the test plate are shown in Figure 2. 
. f: 
:~ 
• • i'• •. , , .. ,~, •• , .••. , .. 
5. Welding Condition 





' ._. __ .~:..,·;··: . 
--- ----- .-··:__:_,:·· ... ~-··-/_.a·····. --·-·-:--~...:.:_-___;_:__,,~-=-··_·- ..... ,._---------w .• , .... ,, .. -:-.. --~~---""~=:=.C:"···=--~~~" .:.._.,_,e.._·~---~ 
... _ . _ _,_. '---." -c ,·c be'ad· tests; but maximum lle(it inpu·t o":f· the multiple pass tests 
. · ·was limited ·to 8Q. kilo-joules per inch, since above this range 
welding conditions cause lower mech~nical pro1>erties_~ G) The 
inter pass te~perature of the multiple pass weld was below 100 
deg. F. and was measure-d by a Tempil stick. The vaj.._~-~~ ofc ____ heat 
input were calculated by.following equation; 
·, : 
-- ~~~--·--·~•• .---,r~-"•••·--•• - --- -•• •• •--- - -
··•.cl, 
~eat input ( Kilo-Joules/inch ) = 60 x I X V 1000 X S 
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V = Yol tage --c Vol ts 
. ,· 






In..ches minute ) :_, per 
.. 
All welding conditions for both single ~d llUl.tiple. pass 
~·welding a~e listed in Table 2, 3, and 4. 
·6. Specimen Preparation 
-{ 1 ) Single. Pass Test 
One • was- cut from the center in the longitudinal specimen 




geometry study. The th.ickness of each specimen was approximately 
... 
1 inch. It was assumed that the average data from two sides 
are representative of ·the weld bead •. The etchant was 5 % Nital. 
(2) Mul~iple Pass Test 
) 
' 





' ...... , .... .._., .. _-__ .... ,.,-_-:···· - -- --,-. ·-- --·----- ----- -_-·-.---
weld ends, and polished on both sides of the specimen for lineal 
~·:,... scanning. The etchant was 2 % Nital. 
. . 
.. 
t''l ~ .. ":' \" • 
,_j .,., •. 
·,- " 
', 
7. Weld Geomet!:Y ?1e~~urements and Li:p._~~- Q.~y~j..§ _ \ 
"-,f , _ _>-' 
Investigated dimensions of the single pass weld were· . 








(3) Penetration. ' 
, 
........ -.. ...... -. .. 
I;, 
,·_; -.•. ,.,:...,_.,,:,.1,·, ··..i·.:, ... :·,.:,; ... _.,-,s;.,·~·l ;,1<(~:f.~.-.::~~~·:;··-~·:.:-·· ~-........... "/'_"f~~:,..~~-~(..:.i-,~:"-··" ····,,·~'"~~ .. ~ . 
,.. ,i. ·· .. •• . 
I . 
•, rt • . 
,, 
. ( 4) Mean thickness J;>f the _·be~t· affect·ed zone. 
(5) · Area of ~le rWSion zone. . ' ... 
.r f : .
(-6) Area of the heat affec·ted zone. 
\ 
The criteria. of each dimension ar~ given in Figure 3. 
-- .. , · 
Areas were measured by means of a conventi_o_nal planimeter. Some· 
of samples which had small dimensions, were~,.,photographed. at low 
' 
magnification (2.5 X ·- 5,0 X), and measured from the photograph. 
The proce~ure of the lineal analysis was identical to that 
f M 1 hl . ' • t" t. ( 6) A all t t d o c aug in s 1nves 1ga. ion. sm I mo or was connec e 
to _the stage of the Bausch. and Lomb's aalphot II Metall·ograph. · 
/ 
The gear combination used gave a scanning spe·ed_ of 0.1 inches 
·pe.r minute. Two t,imers were used,. one giving total time for the 
scan of the weld area and the other being separately engaged 
when re~crystallized regions appe~rs during scanning. Five scans 
-••n••••·•·~•:" 
.... ~ere.performed on eaf!h __ specimen _at a. _magllification of 50 .. X .. to .... _______ __ 
-· 
100 x. The scanning lines are shown i~ Fi@l.re 4. The structure -
~-· ' ., . '"'" 
· characteristic of the re-crystalliz·ation zone is shown in Figure 
... · ...... · .... , -~~~~~~=~· 7-·--· and . a·. _ ".·cc .c, ... ·oc.:c.~ .. ,.~~-· - ..... , _ ... -···· ., .. , •... _ ............................... ~- ... ~, .•. ,.,-,.~ ........... , ................ _ ·- _ .. _.. __ . ·: ........... ....... .·-·-·- ............ , .. " ............. - ............................. _ ..... : .. , .. ~ .. ·--·-···""'· .. ·····'·'···'~·-·" .... ~ ... ,~,cc .... ,,.,~.e c·;.~._.,_-,_c,o.,,·, ... ,_. __ . __ ,·,:.,,~,., .. , 
-· ---'--_;___;___ 
'·8:11· Charpy Impact .Test 
., 
The Charpy Vee-Notch test ,was performed for sc,~e of ~~l~~J?!e 
---·~- ____ ..;.:......~~ • __ -~--··• -·· •·-r•~--- - ---- ------- - -- -- " " - -- - - -- ... ,. .. ----···-··--·--- --·····--·· '"'"'··~·-··-···-··-• .. -•---•-· "•·--·----· .. -·-·--·-·-·•--.. -·-·--'-----.. -···-"-•-·•··- .. ··- - .. - ...... _,_ ·--···- ·····-·-··-·-··""""'-· ... -.... • ' ' ' ' ·•----•· ·-·-""" --· -·-··--... , ... •••••• -
-- ---- -,-- - - \ 
pass weld samples, in order to relate the absorbed energy and 
, __________ --
.. 
percent re-crystallization. The· standard ·charpy specimens were 
- "" --- \\ "·"· "" 
·-
. -··------------ - taken from 1/l6 inch bel·ow surface of the plate at center o·f · 
... 
· weld nugget as shown in Figu·r~ 5. All Charp·y bars were lineal 
analyzed at the ppposi te. side to the notch with the technique 
. . 

















- . [) -· 
• 
1118ntion~ above-: . before the Charpy test .. was earrie~ oiit • 
• . ---- -.~--,,-----------~------,-,-, ------· --- -··-·- r,··------ --- ----
·, 
. The· 
scanning line of the Charpy specimen was also illustrated in 
Figure 5 • Tests were conducted over a temperature range from· 
• 
room temperature to minus roo deg. F. 
. .. ~ .. 
:-"'!" 
,. I 
: :,._.,. ·.•· 
~--·:,. 
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RESULTS· AND DISCUSSION 
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f -_- .. '. . .... 
The width of the· ;Weld bead, at the or~ginal plate surfac8,-
'i.. ; 
was shown as a·function of travel speed in Figures 9 and 10, and 
as a function of heat input in Figures 35 and 36~·· The effect 
of current on the bead width decreased at higher travel speea; 
Thus, the travel speed may have a greater influence on the bead 
width than the current. Because of the spray transfer arcing 
phenomenon, a 400 amperes GMA process did not increase the width 
ab·ove that obtained with lower current. 
Bead Height 
The bead height was measured only for the be~d. on plate 
test. The travel speed may·be·a major factor of the bead height~ 
. The extremely high value ·for the 400 amperes'GMA process, was 
~----- ----·-c·--·=---,·-.·.-··------,·-·.----····.•'··· - -~· caused by its arc characteristic at high current arid low voltage. 
The bead height may not be a significant factor for the re-
crystallization o-f the mul t.iple-pass welds. 
Penetration 
•> 
- . - . 
The· current was the ma-jor factor in penetration, as shown 
~ .. 
. in Figures 1 l! and 12_. 'fhe ·- groove test always exhibited lower 
\ 
.-.J',, _ .. 
penetration than did-- the bead on plate tes·t. The °"nly. exceptions · 
\...... ., 
~---· 
were for 400 amperes of· the· SMA proce~s at 10 and l5 inches -per 
.-
~ -~··~· 
... ... . .. ~- ~ - ·~.. , . 
. '_, .. ·--· 
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. stream was located on the. gro_ove slepe, while measurement was· 
made vertically from the bo~tom of the groove to the end o,f 
penetratio·n. The _:currents of 100, ~oo, · and 300 amperes of the 
SMA process at 15 inches per minute exhibited mininum penetration. · 
The penetration was slightly increased at 20 inches per minute 
travel due to the gouging action of the arc. The penetration of 
' the weld nugget was dependent on current density of the arc, 
~ -except in the case of extremely low travel speeds, -which cause 
a cushioning of the arc due to the molten metal layer •. 
Jackson, et-al~S) determined that "the penetration was proportional 
· to an einpirical welding techniqqe parameter ~r41/s. This 
-··- parameter was.:evaluated with the present data as shown in Figure "' --.1 '~' 
-28. The SMA process exhibited a linear ·relationship with little 
scattering, except a group' of data'which was ob·tadned with a 






. ·) by excessively high welding current for 3/16 it1ch di$,D1et:r 
--~----- -_ ~---~--=~=-=-:·_~-.=e--------~-----·----·--~-lJ~ . Qt_rod.e.s _. . __ GMA welds ho.wever,r S 0llO·Wed -1-aP"ger--··s-c·at-tering-,·-e·as--,--~~-o<--'-"c·~=""""'~-'--·-,-=~~,=-~ _. : =: 
also reported in Jackson's article~ 10) 
·· 
,/ 
Stout, et-a1~3) reported that the arc mode transition from-
- spray to globiular transfer a\t lower currents causes a remarkable 
q; diminution of the p·enetration. This was verified by this in-
vestigation.. Higher penetrati~n by use of .400 amperes in the 
' . GMA process of this study, was also- caused by ~~.he finger shaped I> 
penetration. It is assume-~t-h-a-t -the finger height is closely 
rel-ated to the actual. conditions prevailing in the arc,· and· that ~ 
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. 
. '~ . di~sipation into the pl'ate • This assump:tion coµl.d be explained_· 
by a graph of the penetration versus heat input, in the GMA 
process as shown in Figure 37. SMA welds showed identical 
tendencies for all welding parameters .. 
Thickness of Heat Affected Zone 
' "' '• .. ,, 
;. , .. ,~.,.•/f~'l'..'·f·_.··~,'.',',, .• ' ' . 
The thickness of the heat affected zone was measured at 
three locations as illustrated in Figure 3, and an average 
computed. The travel speed. was a major factor for both welding 
-+ 
processes as shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15. It is to be noted 
that the .~effect of othe current for a given travel s:p·eed in the 
GMA process was llllique, since the mean thickness- of the heat 
·affected zone exhibited a maximum at 300 amperes at a travel 
speed of 10,· 15, and 20 inches per minute. The diminution at 
400 amperes, lO, 15, and 20 inches per minute may be caused by 
the finger shape penetration, which has a lower heat dissipation 
- intQ the plate. It has not been possible to obt~in a general 
thickness of the beat a·f fected zone, since it depends .. on mallJ 
•'":· 
- 1, 
variables, such as thickness ana size of plate, welding process, C 
and chemical composition. 
Area of Fusion Zone 
:.',_ .. .-·:.·.··rn 'the study of consumable .. _._electrode .arc welding, "the 
-quantity o·r the metal which is fused, is also one of the 
--
,., J·'." _·· 
important factors. 
. . 
The fusion zone which con~is.ts of the quantity 
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,;~ 
i.n the GMA process, incre,~~e~ ;with the current, for a given heat 
.. -.... 0/' 
Figure 6. The current and travel speed have 
.,,·p j •• •,;, 
·input, as shown in 
a strong effect on the area of the fusion zone, as shown in 
Figures 16 and 17. Figures 38 ·and 39 show the effect of current 
and travel speed· on the fused areas produced- in the GMA and SMA 
-
processes. The area of the fu~ion zone in the GMA process is 
, 
affected mostly ,by the current, but in the SMA process, it was 
affected by the total heat input. In other words, the area of 
y 
the fusion zone in the SMA process iner-eases proportionally with 
heat input up to lOO kilo-joules per inch. It would b·e useful 
to be able to predict area of the fttsion zone exactly by means 
of the practical parameters in the welding condition; since it 
will be a major factor in the re-crystallization of the multiple-
• 
. ' 
pass welds. In arder to meet this requirement, several approaches 
have been followed to obtain a linear relationship. The· ·rirst 
·~ 
approach was a function defined as the 1.716 power of the current 




·- - . -- --<--~---,,~-·· .pJ.o.tted on · a 1-0g-1o g- S Gale ~ 1 () ) · · ·· · ·· ·· ···· · · · · ·· .:. · · .·.. --;i· · --··· : · · · ·· ··~- .. -.. ·--~~--~--~ .. ·-·,--'·.-,,c.·-, 
~ ~ 
The second approach was simply current divided by the travel 
speed v8rsus area of the fusion z.one on a l--og-1og scale~ r4) 
. ' 
This is, however, no·t a single type proportional rel:ationship, 
and ·each line represents a given deposition rate- at given current~ 
Tbe third approach was the parameter fES 1 /3, where f is .. an __ 
. ::,._~;._.-:.·--------~efficiency of the arc. energy,, E is the ·ne-·a-t--iripu-t, and S is, the 
. ~ --
,·-'. 
,; - . r . 
travel speed. This parameter versus area of the fusion zone on 
-· " . 
··" a log-log scale is used as shown in Figures 29 and 30 ~ r3,, l7, 26) 
This parameter can be applied for only the bead on plate test. 
) --
------· -- ·-., ...... -~, 
' I 
'!., / " 
/· 
.. : - - -- ·!!.1--·---~ 
,;; . 
· The ot ..~er method was proposed by this investigation. The are·a-.. 
-
- - .. ····-
of the fusion zone exhibited a good linear relation~hip_ to the 
. . . . . 
. i 
parameter s~quare of the current( d1vide·a by the travel speed · 
plotted on tlie log-lQg scale, as. shown in Figures 31 and 33. 
This gave a linear relationship, not only ~or the bead on plate 
test, but also for -the ... -groove test. Thi_s parameter may be very 
pra.ctic~i, since it does not involve any-~complicated factors, · 




The mean thickness of the heat affected zone increases 
~ 
. .. 
proportionally with :tncreas e in the area Of the fusion zone, at 
given current, for both the· GMA and SMA process.es. However, it 
is to be noted that the lari~ increment of the area of the fusion 
_- _ ·-: z·on·e in the high current GMA_ process did not con tribute to the 
-,---·-.- ···-"'·- . ~~---······ --,-····-,· ... ··-'-•"- -~---~. --·-···-····--------·,_~,,...-~·-·--·--- -- - ,_ 
................. . 
,, 
. ; t:hickness of the heat affected zone. This may be caused by 
most of .the ~re energy being used to m~l t the electrode. · 
The quantity of molten metal in the weld nugget can 
to the fusion zone. ·In 
given energy level might 
current and travel speed 
voiume of molten metal. 
• 
h 
other w/:,rds, the cooling" rate at a 
be ·expJcted to be slower for the higher 
--~-- . \ 
deposit, since it will give a larger· 
-- -+---,-·------_____ , --'---------- - seem--t-o b-e--t-he opposite~ 
The experimental results, however, 
According to J-ackson•-s · report~~) this 





fact' was explained in terms (?,_f the eff~i-ency of ·tne -ar-G-. -- --------~~---~--
-~, 
··By .. i..ncreas.irrg· the current and travel s·peed; a larger· percentag~ _ · ~-;-
of the arc_ energy will be consumed by melting the electrode :¥id-. 
"~ .. .,, .... ~ . ~--~:. •· ~ . •· .... ·.- :·: ... "-··-···~· 
base plate. Besides, a faster mowing .heat source creates a 
·~;., 











steeper· tempera.tu~e gradient adjacen.t to the fusion ZOl)e. ., This 
can be eK1)lained by the greater arc energy utilization for the~ 
weld nugget formation. 
-. -
-~-. -··-··-, 
Area of Heat Affected Zone 
The area of the heat affected zone is the most importan, 
factor in the re-crystall;Lzation of the multiple-pass welds, but· 
it ~ay be troublesome in the base plate due Oto grain coarsening 
or trans formation products. 
.. . The current may be a major in the forma~ion of the 
heat ~.ffected zone, but -the travel speed was also effective at 
hig~ curr~nt as shown in Figures 18·and19. The entire response 
of the area of the heat affected zone to welding parameters was 
quite similar to the area of the fusion zone in the SMA welds. 
v' 
~n GMA welds, however, the area of the heat affected zone depends 
largely on the current. 
f As shown by Figures 24 and 25 from the GMA test results, 
q 
. 
· ·- · -· · -. --.. • -~--"-·-±t-.. -c~~-bc~=--c~t1nc1-1rd"gd~ t·n:-a"t·~-,·,tt·':-o=r1Ter-=c,=-eo--015~t"ain='tJie max1:mum .... - .. "'·~,,..... ........... -... ·~--·-·- -···- ---·-:· __ -·, --"'_•sc•c•_,~-,-- ---·--=·-·"·=.-$·~=- "- ·-,-,=--=-- -- ::-- - - · · • I • , . - . 
·~-
-----. ---· ~~-
' . . .. ~ 
'-'r' •.. 
deposition rate and highest cooling rate, the highest current 
density practicable s-hould be used. In other. words, the smallest 
~-~ 
''. diameter electrode,, for a given current, will be ideal for the 
s-ingle pass weld. This principle has been U$e-d -as. micro-wire 
welding in the indust-ry .. 
, 
The· area of the heat af.fected z.one increased with increasing: __ -_·_ 
heat input .as shown-·-·rn-:Figures 40 arid. 41. " The SM.A process:, 
ho_'~ever1 ·produced a proportional relationship wit~ :t,h~ heat ... input. 
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,,_ 
electrode will pr-event-~ar-c·--en·er-gy los's-- from the. arc column, _ 
since it forms a conical cup at the rod end. Besides, the-




co~ted flux, as a slag layer prevents fast cooling of the nugget. 
Several a.rticles have reported that the high current and 
high travel speed 'welding condition will lead to a smaller heat 
- (7 10 
affected zone, due to greater efficiency of the arc energy. ' ' 
22
,
23, 26) 1 This efficiency of arc energy ·cOuld be analyzed by 
' _- 2 
means of the ratio I /S, too. Both the GMA and SMA processes 
exhibited a lower ratio of heat affected z.one to fusion zone at 
higher values _ of I 2/s as· shown in Figures 32 and 34. 
Ratio (Area of the Heat Affected Zone/Area of the Fusion Zone) 
I 
This ratio was computed to see if it could be correlated 
with re-crystallization. 
As expected, the minimum value was obtained at, the highest 
. I • 
current artd travel speed ~ustrated in the three dimensional 
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------- - , 
and the area of the· ru·sion zone or heat input was quite different 
' 
-for the two processes. In the case of the GMA process, by 
increasing the area of the fusion zone or heat input, this ratio 
• decreased at low current, but it increased and levelled off at 
high currents. The SMA process,. however, showed a minimum as · 
s,_hown in Figures 26, 27,, -42, and 43. The temperature gradi.en-t 
- ··---·-----·--·------ ---------- ------------------------- ~-- -~ ------- ---· ------- - ___ ,_ __ 
- . . . - .... 
at the het;it affected zone and this ratio may be, important fac~ors 
_--,:, 
'~- ' -~ , .... 
' -
in re-crystallization, but _no quantitative data, were available 
from this investigation. 
f"" ... 
.· . : 













.· 2. Multiple-Pass Weld Tes--tf:i: · 
Lineal Analysis 
'.Ji 
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Three . vertical and two diagonal scans were-rrun on both 
. --· 
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re-cry-stallized weld metal. The as welded metal showed a columnar 
" 
st_ructure, consisting of ferrite at the_ prior austenite grain· 
( 
-boundaries, with a matrix of bainite. The.re are fairly uniform · 
eqt¥-axed _ferrite regions right under the as welded metal, which 
.. 
' 
was deposited by a subsequent pass. This region had been re-
heated sufficiently to be re-crystallized. Re-crystallized weld 
~ ,: .. 
.. ~· 
metal possesses a rather complicated.structure in regions between 
the fine, essentially equiaxed, grain ·zone and the columnar grain 
zone which was weld metal unaffected by the following pass. ~ ff', 
This intermedia~e zon~ exhibited a large columnar ~tructute which 
consisted of proeutectoid ferrite at the prior austenite grain 
boundaries and a matrix of baini te and equiaxed ferrite. 
_ .. In order to decide whether this grown and/or elongated 
grair1 region should count or not as bein:g re-crystallized, .some 
!'' 
'. 
-·--··*~·- ____ ...,...,_, ·~- .... --..·~~~--··· .. · --·-~. . ·~ .................... ,~--· ... ····----..... ~ ..... _,_,.,_,;:, ... ~ .... -.~··-····------~~-·::::::___---:::.::~_::_-~~~~~:::::~·:'.=--~=·:.~'."".:::::.'-:::''.~~:-- .. ~····-~--~_'._'"'..'.'"~·~-... ,,..,__ .... ~ .. -~".:-'"'_::::::·_~_':'!":::'·-·--:·~'.-' --···_''".:"'_":c.·~·--_~'"""'"'·'··-··'.."::"'":'''"·''··''-_--•· ... -...--.,~·-'--'·'·""'""'""''"'-"'--~~-'-·-···"'·"""·""·--'""-_,...,_,._..,_ ........... ,. ...... -, ... -~-:-----~ • ..-.,.. ......... ~.~---~--_,..,...,_ ................ _.,~.---.-- ......... -~ ... ,~~,,. . .._._._~,,.:...:.;.---=....:--·-. .. .. -,..,.~-·--···---·--·· ..... 
i;, •. 
. Charpy impact specimens were made from the transverse sections 
. ..... 
of sev_eral. samples. Prior to the impa.ct est, the side opposite 
the notch was carefully lineal- analyzed by means of two ·criteria,_ 
such as counting only the fine equiaxed ferrite zone or the fine 
. - .• 
grain plus the elongated zone. 
- ----------~--··~--·------··----- --
_ zone was- determined as illustrated in Figure. 8. Co_unting both _.., _ 
. ----·--,-- ~--~.:.-:------'--• 
--
.-
--the fine and elongat·ed zones, gave a proportional relationship 
between Charpy impact results an<! measurement of the re-
'·'" ,' '.~ .. , .. ' ... 
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crystallizatio'ih Therefore, this elongated zone m~ have some ·· 
·contribution to the toughness. 
Percent re-crys:ballization in both the GMA and SMA processes 
exhibited a maximum within the range of investigated heat input. 
The maximum percent re-crystallization was obtained at 35 kilo-
_•:_ __ _ 
, I 
jotl'les per inch for the S:M:A process and 45 kilo-joules p_~_r incp. _ -------~------· 
for the GMA process as .. shown in Figure 44. It is to be noted 
that the SMA process exhibited a greater percent re-crystallization 
at low heat input, but both processes had similar percentage 
re-crystallization at the higher range of_ heat i~puts. The 
effect of welding parameters on the percent re-crystallization 
was shown in Figure 45. 
The relationship between percen.t re-crystallization and 
area of the fusion zone in the single pass test, and that 
obtained from identical welding conditions with the multiple-
pass test, show some interesting results. The maximum percent 
· , r.e-crystallizatlion will be found at 0~085 square-inches of ar 
- -- ·------· ... ·-·- - ... . . .. ... _. .... ,_ .... ' --·-,c-='s'o.,•cc·,·,-_-.. _.: , __ , __ lo:::"C"C,-,,-'C"=·e-o,ccc=c~=--:c--,o.ccccec'"=-,c.,:c 
•- '" - -. •>, •• ,._..____ ., .. ~- - • • - -• • ...._.... - --• .. •'T--, ,-• ••~•~.,. ·• ,-~ .... n'"" -· ' ,-. of ·th-e--iuslo·n ·zone :r°o.r--the SMA process and at 0.1·5 _square-i ches 
for the GMA process, as·shown in Figure 46.· This figure sug eats < 
that the maximum percent re-crystallization can be obtained at 
"' the optimum s.ize of the fusion zone. In other w·ords, a smaller 
-
size fusion zone may not provide a sufficient time factor in 
the heat a~fected z·on_~- ~o p_erform the re-crystall~iz~tion, even 




· On the other hand, a large_ fusion zone, with ·high heat 
input, will create. an increased heat affected zone .at slo·w , 
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. be sufficient _to perform the, re-crysttllization, because of the ... · 
greatly increased nugge~ size. 
~ In Figure . 47, the de.crease in re-crystallization .accompanying the 
,,-1 ar ge r ratio of heat_ affected zone to fused zone may oe due to . . ~ 
the lower en·ergy-tift$e factor. in the heat affected zone. Therefore, -
format~n of the maximum percent re-crystallization may require 
\ 
an optimum balance of the effective heat affected zone size and 
the nugget size~ 
An att~m:pt was made to correlate the percent re-crystalli-
za tion found in the multiple-pass welds to the weld dimensions • 
The ~arameter~-width multiplied by the mean thickness of the 
\ ___ _ 
. ·heat a;f fected zone and divided by the area of the fusion zone, 
wa~ created from the hypothetical aspect of formation of the I •. 
heat affected zone in the multiple-pass welds. 
Increasing the parameter, causes the percent re-crystallization 
to ,decrease linearly as shown in Figure 48. It is to be noted 
that the extremely large area of the fusion zone with a small 
. ._,... 
____ :~--"c~..,.,,...,,,, .• -,~ 0









. a. separal:e lirie ~from the major group. 
Charpy.Impact Test 
The Charpy impact test was conducted to relate percent 
re-crystallization to the· i~pact·toughness. Samples were selected 
\, .. from· a b;road range of percent re-crystallization values for ho-1th_ 
. 
-
· GM.A and SMA processes. Figures 49 an.d 50 showed absorbect·~energy 
~ 
distribution versus the test temperature.- . 
As expected, the ~pact' ·toughness exhibited good proportionalities .. 
·• 
~ .. ----. .............................. < • 













as shown in ·Figures. 51 and 
•• 
--- -~---·-· -- . '. . -
-----· _____ ''t.. ___ . 
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From the data obtained and results previously ''reported in 
the literature the f~llow~ng conclusions were reached:· 
,. 
\ 
. !·' ,;l, 
. .. 
··········----··-·-······-,---c----:·-----· .. -· ____ 1. _____ Tha __ be.ad. w~dth. decreas.ed, as. the .travel -spee-d in-c-re-ase-d--.------__ -····---·-····-----
i' 
·· At c-onstant travel speed, the bead width of SMA welds in·creased 
·linearly with the current over the entire ran_ge of current 
tested. The width of GMA welds exhibited -similar behavior at 
low levels of c·urrent, but it leveled off at high currents. 
The width of SMA welds increased linearly with heat tnput, but 
~ 
GMA welds exhibited a rise which tended to level off. 
' , 
-~' .. ~- 2. · ~he ~ead he·ight increased· as heat input wa.s increased. 
For SMA welds, the height was affected mainly by the travel 
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3. The bead ·penetr_ation increased as the ·current was increased. 
The· groove test. showed lower penetration than ··the bead on plate 








~~-. ___ . __ =--=-c..·.= ~ .. 
• 
of the bead in these·experiments. Th~ slight increase of .the 
'"·· 
·penetration of_SMA welds at the travel speed of.20 IPM may have 
-• • -. S • ~-=M • • • 0 • 
·· -·--·--·· · ....... ·---'--.. ~----·- -:=b·een _caused by a gouging action of the arc- due to the· ·rast 
-
travel speed. For a given heat input, the penetration increased~ 
. . . 
: :·.cit 
markedly l~a-s the current was increased. The weld. bead penetration 
! 
(· ,. j • 
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vclried linearly with the par~eter c14ysv2 ) l/3·. 
'•-
···-
--4. for any -given current, the· mean thickness of the heat 
affeqrted zone increased as .the speed of travel was decreased for 
SMA welds • In GMA welds, however, the mean thickness of the 
I 
heat af fe~\ed __ zon_e __ in_creased to a maximum and then-- f-el-1-- as---t-he----· 
.-..~· ...... _ 
,,.,.; 
----------·-·-··-------~--· - ~- - ---
. 
,, 
- -,_;~----·-- _._, ., -·-· ,~•··~ - - . . .. ,. ----- .. --·--·. - .. 
. ."' _,.-~ .. 
. .,.,, ----·. ----~.-:-,_ 
_.·· 7.~ 
c·urrent was increased in all but~ the lowest travel speed .test. 
The mean thickness of the heat affected zone in SMA welds 
increased linearly with the heat input. The mean thickness of 
t·he heat affected zone in ·,GMA wel~s;···.,in :general, decreas·ed for 
-
•·given heat input with an increase in current. 
:5:. -. 
..., . ' .• 
For any given travel speed, the area of the fusion zone 
·~·11:1creased as the current was increased. - For any given heat 
-
-·-· 
\;, il;lput, the area .of ·the fusion zone increased as the cur-rent was 
:ri~-
·~c; increased for· GMA 
I 
welds; the area of the fusion zone of SMA ~j 
:· ;.\} welds. increas.ed almost linearly with the heat ·input. ----~~~--~--.. II! .. ~~-----}--,.=--= _____ ..... __ .... ___ .... s_ ····-···--····--··"·"" ---···-····. - __ ,.,._ .... _. __ ., ___ . --·--····•,----.·······--··-······"-··=,~cc·~-.... ,-~-•·-·"~.=c.--""-2....~~=---"----"'-'-"''"--·~-----·f ........ ~; .... ,,, ..... ~---·:··· ..... -~-~-,.,..,,,,.-,-",-·-·""-"""'"="='•'- .. ,.,,:,__..,,,-._,~---,.,-. -- .. . ···---· . . , ----- . 
~,:,,, 
~- - -· -· 
\f1d thickness of the heat affected zone increased proport~~tely ii 
·::t;;: 
with the· area of the fusion zone for both GMA and SMA processes. ij 
-Also, for any given are.a of the fusion zone, t_he mean thickness 
. of the heat affected zone increased as the current decreased. 
.. 








· y,ays. Using· the 2 . parameter I /S __ (~
1
quare of current/travel sp-ee~}·-~--
any complicated ._ 
·:.- ::·' 
.. 





since it does not involve ~ 
.,,.,,, ... ,. ~ .• ~_,~ .. ~1 ··-
-- factors-. - It j,rovide_s a good corre~~tion 411d s'hows a linear 
relation on the log:..:1o·g scale to the area of the -fusion zone for 
---1 both ·bead on plate and groove test regardless o.f wel'tling ,proc·ese .... - . 
.. 
.. ':, 
.. r· . 
,-- ·---· 
~·. • ,,1, 






6. The area of the heat affected zone exhibited tendencies 
similar to the area of the fus~on zone, except at current level 
of 400 amperes in GM:A, welds ( the area of the heat affected 1 zone 
at this level was notably small). The area·of the fusion zone 
and the heat affected zone showe·d a. good proportional relationship. 
in the SMA welds, but in GMA welds exhibi·ted scatter in the 
-·-- .. - -·- -·-- --··-- -·-
region of large fusion zones. It. is to be noted t.hat for lower 
. 2 
values of the parameter ( I /S), there was a tendency for large 
heat affected zone, while with higher valuies ,of the parameter .. 
(I2/s) the tendency was for smaller he;at affected zones, compaped ··· 
with t·he area of the fusion zone. 
'··' 7. The ratio of the area of the heat affected zone to the area 
of the fusion zone exhibited a minimum at the highest current 
' .,. ,. 
and travel.speed. This ratio showed different tendencies between 
GMA and SMA processes. In case of the GMA process, the··.ratio 
V 
decreased as the area of the fusion zone or heat i~put increased 
i 
.. ~ -· -~-... ----~-- -· - ·~ • 4~-·-·· ---·- • -~-~ ·- -·- --*--.____c.__·-- ,,.. ... ,,._ .......... _ ...... - .; ~- t, ----.-...,..,·.-··-··=----,-=,,.,."',....-·-.-. · ·-=~"=- -_-~,~··---a~~-~=-~current'·--1-eve1-···o-r··· ·2ou,·c·,~ampe·r·es-~- -··wh:f i e· ----this ratio at high er · 1 
• • ... 1:-, 
"· 
,. 
current levels increas·ed and leveled off with larger_· areas of 
• 
the,fusion zone or heat input ·increases • 
.. This means that the efficiency of the arc energy varies widely 
JP 
with level of the current or -heat input. 
'il 
On the other hand, fo·r the SMA p·rocess the ratio tended 
to exhibit a m.inimum_ at a particular fusion zone area (0.00? sq. 




·' ~:;;-.~~~@~qlili;1,,~¥'.,j~i.;.L.-i ... !, .. .-
'. : ,, . .__ .. \. ' ----- ~ 
---·---:-··-·, .. --·-. ·----··--·- ~....... . . . 
!,I:•· 





/a. --~ercent re-crystallization increased to a maximum and 'then 
decreased as the heat input was increased in the range of study •. 
..... . . . . 
. . \ 
'l'he maximum percent re-:-crystallization was obtained at a heat 
input of 35. kilo-joules per inch for the SMA process and 45 
kilo-joules per ·inch for the GMA p~ocess. It m.ay be noted that· 
the percent re-crystallized zone decreased with heat input 
------··--·-----~---- ·- . -














9. The maximum percent _re-crystallization in the mal tiple-
_p-~ss welds was obtained when the area of the heat affected ZQD.e . 
and the fusion zo.ne. were about equal. 
. ·--~--~·-·--------··--- -·-··- ... ----·· .......... 
I 
•, 
- 10. The most reliable relationship be.tween welding parameters 
i~ 
and percent re-crystallization in the mill tiple-pass welds was 
the heat input. 
11. Charpy impact toughness increased propeffionately to percent 
. 
' 
~-----~-·. . ··- ·-· ·-·· rEr:·c-rys·t·a1·11z-a"t1oii -· ove· r· ··-t1{~ "-r~arige=···~s.tiici:i. e cf-~ .. -.- ·c5b.t"aini.ng . ---a--'iil-gii== .. ·=-- . -·. -
·percent re-crystallization, therefore, is an important factor 
for the multiple-pass welds of the GMA and SMA proc_esses, unless 

















J crystallized zone. ' ...... - .. - .,, ............... - ... _,,_,_____ .......... 9 
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I 
SUGGESTIONS, FOR FURTHER WORK 
The intermediate region between the fine_equiaxed ferrite 
---zone and col~nar structure ·zone s·houid .. be- inves.tigated to 
,. ~ determine its thermal history and effect on toughness 





2. The lineal analysis method needs t.o be revised to allow 
-~- -
·~ 
analysis with less inference of the 'investigator. It is suggested 
that a number.-~of'. small locations c·e ·selected for lineal scanning, 
and then the entire scanning line be scanned at rather higher 
magnification or that a series of photomicrographs with sufficient 
magnification be taken and lineal analysis be done on th~se 
... photomicrographs. 
3. The correlation between the ratio of the area of the heat 
'" 
• 





crystallization should be studied considering the temperature 
gradient across the heat affected zone. The purpose of such a 
study would be to obtain an accurate means of predicting from -
welding parameters the percent re-crystalliz.ation, _since the 
heat affected zone in the single-pass welds does not have linear 
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ANALYSES OR BASE METAL, ELECTRODE,AND WE~D METAL 
I 
SAMPLE 
. C Mn Si p s Ni Cr Cu • Al Ti, Zr • ;; ! j 





0.16 - 1.23 
' 
0:17 0.016 0.033 Q12 
GMA ' :i 
' ' . 
ELECTRODE . 0.04 1.2d 0.50 0.020 0.()17 
., 
If 
GMA , j ,, :{ 
:i 
0:10 0.19 : 0.02 
-
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WELDING CONDITIONS OF SINGLE-PASS .TEST 
WITH GAS METAL ARC 'WELD 
BEAD-ON-PLATE TEST 




(amps.) (volts) speed(imp) {kilo-joules/in.) 
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69 .6 ~ 
· 44.8 
32.~4 · 
. __ ... ··-··--- .. ______________________ .:____ ' . 
- --·-··--·-·----------
----·----· -----~----- . - -- -~-· -- -- --- ---- -- --
____ ...,____,_. ----'------ -· . ·- --· .J' 
- - -· . ·-· -- ---
- -----· --- --- -- ---
-·-· • • or- -- :.:.~- • ..:.. ---·-- - • 
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~WELDING CONDIT:tONS OF SINGLE-PASS TEST 












-----,----------------, --- -- · 1-" c:c: ___ , 1 ) 
--«~ -"-·-.-~ v-::-~ \· 1 ----1-0Q--------- --- ------ ·2 2 -----.. --5----------------------------~6-;-4--------· 













----~--~~.-:-·_,-·,·--:·-:··.-·--~~---20-~--- .. -----..... · .... _ ... - -·-·-- - '~ff:-·---------: .. ~ .. --. -~3"-'-------·--· -·-.. --7. -___ ,, ______ -. ---- .. ___ .. __ . . 5.5. z--.. -----
21 ·os 200 23: lO 27.6 
2r55 20·0 23 r5 18.4 
220S 23 ·20 13.8 
s- 30·55· _·.300·· 36 5 r29.6 --· 
3l0S ·300_: ·3·5 :... ," 10 63.0 
31,5S 300 35 15 42.0 







-··-==·-.<-.=C"...---=--~=- ----·· -~ - --··=-·-,-·----'--,_,,:. . .,.._......,.._-=--•trO~,,..,..,._,(.:~.-----c- -~Q1-'_ - -;--~~....:. .. .,:.~-~~-..:~c~.7.'----~·~-:..:.."'-....:..-:5,.. .. - .. __ ,___,....,..:..,...;,,:---:-... =~-=-~.{}----:---··-----_ - ,.:..:....:,-;-:-,:~'.-:-:-~~=-·----
. . ,:,,•'-
• ' ' -A·'-, C '• -~ • O, '••.•. ,• ~ 
- -
.... _ .· 
·"-
. 410S · 
415$" 
420S 
400 39 10 93.6 
400 .39 1 5 62. 4 
400: . 3.9, 20 46. 8 
No'.r~:(1 )· The groove test condition was 100 Amperes, 23 Volts, and 
·--- -~-~-----"-·---- -,.. "" . . . - . . ,,_ - -· 
travel ~peed of 5 inch~s per minute.- (27.6 K~lo-joul·es/in.) 
;--:--:- --: ~ .. ~ 
(2) ·405s, not 'performed in the groove test • 
- . . . " .. ....,__,.._.,,._ .. _<'~-~--~--·..,,._,~ ......... ..----~,..~------·-· ... - ·. . 
... • ...... ~: 
·.,: 
I"."': • 
•;•_• -.,.,,) .·._, ,. 
;..... .••.. : 
" 
..... . , 
,. ,·, 
··., 
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COMPLETE SET OF WELDING CONDITIONS --
. USED IN MULTIPLE-PASS TEST 





, Current ·-Voltage Travel . · Heat-in-put Number of 
Spe.cimen. (amperes) (volts) spe~d(iJ?~) ___ (kil_Q_~jQYl_~/~n_J._) ___ Eas_ses 
} 
-~ .. . -
-- I 
_} 
----=-----,---------:----c:.-M--1-0---_ ----------~-2-5-------2-1--------------------1-e------- ------------· ------·- 28 • 35 -----------·---------.a-_-----~----. 
2M15 205 21 15 17.22 29 
3MO? -- 310 -g·.5 - '? -· .6.6. 43. to 
3M10 310 Z:5 _ ·lO 46.50 11. 












·:.· 2·9 10 69.60 .. · .. 
.. 29 15 47.56 
SHIELDED · METAL ARC VJELDING 
,-22 5 54.12 
22 10 27.06 











I -zq(\ t:( j -z- / 1 C_ ''' "21'\,:\ __ . -------~_,..,...,,,.,,~;.!th_~.;__-:,---'=.__.._..c'-~---»c-•• ... c. · -·--~--·-. '"! __ ._._.,...,,..-__ ·__ ---0-~-..AA.. 
--===--------:·---·-:-···--c-·-----;;JV~ "-';;i/c/--=i~~Jd--~ -- -~..,= · -er- r c:.. • vv ., .=. ·.o- - -------------· ------ ' 
. 3so5( 1/4") 300 · 22 5 · 79.20 
3s10 300 24, · 10 43.20 
... , ... ,___ . 
3815 300 24~ 15 28.80 
"" ___ :_:·.;: ______ .-_. _____ __ . _,_ . __ : --· ·-·-·. · ..... : -·---
'--~·-··· ··- --- -
- •;=;·. -_.- - ·- ::__,_·. · .. 
- -








2:6 ~- -· 
·-~-· ----
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· 45 ' ;,. ;; . ",.,' 
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. 
--- -~-- ... -- ,~---·- -- ~- ---- -- .. ····--· ---·~--. -··-·- -- ---
-------~ -- - - ~ - - - - __ : __ , - -- -----·--· ---~- --- -- -·- -----------.·· 
,· 0 
' 
- - - - - - - -·-- --~ - - - - --, --~·- -~-
TABLE V 
._ ..... 
* ' AVERAGE- WELD GEOMETRY OF BEAD-ON-PLATE AND 
-· 
··----- -- . ___ . ·- --- - .· - -- -- ---









·0 • .560 
0.466 
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---~ - --- --- -- - ... -~--~---, -~ '-- -- . ..------ -
.... ·, '""· 
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. . . . . . . . . , ·. . . . .. 21 0 ______ , _________ Q,_~3-6-Z._' , . . .... "C----
-'"~,,:::,:.-~~-- ,,_,,.,.-,-~.,---. .  --,,=.c•c:'."Q,.c:lbO.a.2,cc_·co••-c,=-=•=cc=-==....,_,,,~...-=---~ac9=1-c,·~'o,!c==:---- ··==.-·=" =="· ,---'"''·-, ··-.= _,-:f,~.-~---------- .:- .. · · .... :. -..... ·· ,-- ..... ,--- -~-~. ~------~- 2-,·5-·· ' 0. 298 ' --- . 0 .030 . 0 .0?6 
220 0.288 --- 0.023 0.065 
305 0.825 
--- 0.138 O .178 
310 - - O. 652 
--- 0.110 
_ 0. 125 315 , 0.570 
---
... · 0 .100 0.084 
320 o. 415 
---
0.077- 0 .079 · 
- -
, * Data are represented by an average of· two expetiments. 
( 
) . 
\ ;,. ' 
~-
;• · ... ; 
.. 
'.• .... '' 
r' •• •• 
...., 
',.-~::·t<.·,::'-~·,··:.·,::/t\"· ~.·._'•·, :··,,,·'_ 
i>: ;:_;,_:_,_'•1_: . .-_~~T."'"--__._·:_-, .··----· . ' 
--~-------······ ..... ...:.·; . ' ~ '. ~. .. . . 
( -. . 
' . I , ___ --, 
- H 
~~ .. - ' __ ,. ··" 
- . -- - ~ -- - -- --~- -- - . --- -------------·-- ·-----~--. -- -~ - ------.. ---- - - --- - -- --- - ----- -- ----·-------·--------- _______ \ __ -~-~-
\ TABLE VI 
.. 
•. . ' 




· BEAD-ON-PLATE AND GROOVE TEST IN GAS METAL ARC WELD 
BEAD ON PLATE TEST GROOVE TEST 
Area o·f · Area of Area of Area of 
11 fusion zone,HAZ,AHb, Ratio,· fusion zone,HAZ,AHg, Ratio, I 





















































.0. 1 49. 
0· .• 08.Q·, 
1 • 19 




















· · _ _. * Data are represented by an av·e~a:g~ of two expel'iments. ----------~-----".'·~--------· --. __ ....,.. ____ _:._ .. _,. __________ ... ,------···----~----·-····-.--·~-... -·-·······-.. -- ........ --------.·-·······--·-,···---·----- -. ·---- .•. -- ---
.. 
- . --- . -
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1 ~29 
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,, 
' A• J 
•. u • 
. ' 
., 47 
. : .• ;, 
...... ·~~' ' 
"" .. ~ 
----·--- ---- --- . - .. -- . ·-..: ,·, 
<\ 
'TABLE-VII 
',' * AVERAGE WELD GEOMETRY OF BEAD-ON-PLATE AND 
,·····- "·"----··· . 
·· GROOVE TEST IN SHIELDED METAL ARC· WELD 
~ . 
•• • • Q 
~~--'--- ·------ --------~---- -------------- -- --------- --------------- - ----~---
BEAD-ON-PLATE-TES~ 
,, ~ - . 
-, 
Width ., Height Penetration Mean thickness 
Specimen finches) (inches)- (inches) ofHAZ,(inches-)-. -
105S ,. 0.453 0.089 0.073 0.1-14 1---------------'-------, ~, o~s~---o-. 3_7_7 ___ .. _________________ . ---o .-0·62 _______ , __ o . o-5S- - -- o . 680 -·· 
115s 0·.323 0.046-- 0.038 0.070 





" 0.705 0.117 0.116 
0!_525 .0.090 0.094" 




-- -,------- .. ------.--' -- --·----- · ,_, ___________ .. 22QS----- ---· · -0-.-405----------~~---e .-{}5-4-------------- -_ · · -------(}. 0-83------------ ---------- r'\---A-1"1-A- ------ . __ - . ---; ----7:,-0_:~------·----·--------v. v r v 
..... ....._  _.. -
~ -- -- . 
\ 


































0 .• 272 
0~253 
0.254 
105s 0.415 ---- 0.054 
- -~~~ - --- 0.32+-- ... ----------~~-- -- ~-.. ,.,. --""~G~------
115S C?-~300 --- 0.030 
120S ·0.273 --- 0.035 
205S 0.528 
210$- •, o,. 470 
215s ,Q .394 __ 



















. --'- --- ---------:@.@6r= -~~ffl ·, --~' - -- ----- • 
O .054 -




_ O .069 
305s 0.798 
--- 0. 1 44 0 • -1 51 
31 OS .0. 705 
---
~-1-5&--, -L-----~~0-.-60:, -- ·--·-~---,, .:·«' ___ ____ 











0. 138 0. 119 
- · ---G.42-7~--·~-· ----0.-096--------·~--.. -"-'-----~--·~--.,I---------·-------------
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AVERAGE* AREA OF FUSION ZONE AND HEAT AFFECTED ZOifE OF -·· ----~-~-- ----
---~~--- --,....,. --------- - -- ----·-·--···--···· - -- -------~------------· 
-13EAD-6N-PLATE AND GROOVE. TEST IN SHIELDED METAL !Re WELD . 
BEAD ON PLATE TEST .. 
Area of Area of t 
fusion zone,HAZ,AHb, Ratio, 











1 • 13 
1. 17 
1.23 
- GROOVE TEST 
Area of Area of 
fusion zone,H.AZ,AHg, Ratio, 
· AFg,-(sq::-IiiJ ____ {_s_q~InJ- -(AHg/AF~g-) -
4 




- 1· ;43 
-----••••--· •·•----y-•-------•-;-----~--~---~~-- -~--.H_,,___, _____ , __ ._. _________________ ~-·--·•·--••-•"•'••~•• " - ,. ' . ·, . ' . .. ' • ,-• • 




































===="""'','""""'"°=-==,-~ ...... c. .. -~=.:....:,-,,.~=-.3.Q..SS.----··--.,-·--:--•-,=.,:Q....,._l~,,,,,,.,,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.=~•:·cl.,,82,.,.,,"'c,-=·"""-,,,-"'''"'--c".0''-:;;....,,1.L~~,~ .... .s_ ·-' =-Ds.,.l,~l+O-···,··.-:-«------.. --~__,....,o.,~~""'"_. -· .. -·4:-~* __ ,. ___ ."-·'·~···--·--'··: , 





310s 0 • 11 0 0 • 111 1 .o 1 0 • 11 5 O • 100 ... 0 • 8 7 . 
.,, 
315S 0.085 0 .• 080 o .• 94-- ~- 0.095 o.o8o o.84 
320s 0.065 0.055 .0 . .,_070 O .050 - 0.72 
' ,. 
1 .22 
--- --- . ---
" -
··-··· --




0.85 --4158 O. l30. o. 11_0 __ .o. 125 0.1 r9 . 0·.95 - ~··" .. -~ 
' 
420S O. lOQ . 0.075 0.75 0 .• 09.5 • o·.086 0.90 
- , 
* Data are represented by an average of two experiments •. 
•,. ," ·' . 
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PERCENT RE-CRYSTALLIZATION OF MULTIPLE-PASS WELDS. TEST 
IN GAS METAL ARC AND SHIELDED METAL ·ARC WELD 
.,·:: 
·-· -·--~-
- -- . ·--· - ·--
~----~--
• 
GAS METAL ARC WELD· 
,. 
SAMPLE· NO. 1 SAMPLE NO. 2 
Avg. of Avg. of Avg. of Avg. of 
-~~------:::S::::.Pc.:e~c=ime .. n- A face B f-a_-e...P..e--r.C ~face·-- :IT-f-a:c-e-- vg. 









- ~ .,,~-· ,_ ________ .-,-.' ... - - ·-·· .,.: -- -
52 .. 0 
53.9 
.- ·-- -- . ·- - .... -- . ~-···--·-··· ,·--- .. --· 
62.9% 




- · 3M1 o · · - . //' . .. 7.2-:15 -·~ . ----- . 1-f-.-6 67.-3 :67. 4 


















3M15( II)* 67.? 
4M10 2a.:; 
4M1 5 ·73 .• 1 
-
62.7 
' ' ~···· 69··.5 
·.60.0:: 
'13.. ·5·. 





·71 ·· •.. :5. 




· 3$05( 3/1 6tt)•* 47 .2 
. 3S05(1/4")** 48.1 
3510 




53 .. 7 
. '. -
47 ... 3 ., 
····--·~·-···---~-
-- .. 
?5 • 8 
·77 . 7 76 • 6 
6:3 .8. 62. 5 




49.2 47 • 5 
-·'"'·-~~-· 












. - - - - --- -- -
··--···-·-·--···-·--·------··-- -· ------ -------------·· ---·----.-··--·-··--·-----·-···--" ' 
. . 
·-··--·-:-·-:3-s-,5·---... ~i. . ~~=:: _____ rl+":-,--··---~~-:74-~r:-~,~~~-~~~-:~---'?:2 ·:--,;· ~-. ----·· . --7~3·:-3--.. -------- . 7 3 .• 5 .. .. 
--·-i2-:: ... 
., .. ,
.,.aJ!!;b ... ,' 
, .. -····., 
• Number of Repeat ... 
** Size of Electrode .. 
118TE: Each faces are represented by an- average of five .a cans. 
.,~, 












*' . . AVERAGE CHARPY VEE-NOTCH TEST RESULT AND. ~·-
--~-... ~~ .. --·-····--~ .... , .... 
PERCENT RE-CRYSTALLIZATION OF CHARPY SPECIMEN 
-· - - ----·----.. ---
3M07 3M"18 3l415(I) 4:·110 ~115 2S05 2S10 3510 
Room temp. Re-X(%) 59.2 81 .8 58.o 58.1 78.7 76.6 59.0 68.8 
(77 de~.F) (Ft-Lb) 51 .6,6 
Re-X(?~) 
0 deg.F (Ft-Lb) 43 39. 
57 65 122 105 11 4 
/ 
- ·--~-··---·-,·--·-.-· ---- ···-~-- -- ---- - - - - ~ -- -- . --- - - - -~- ----- -- ----- ---------~ - - - -- - ---- ---·-
/ 58:.6 -~75:.2 74.3 63.5 76.7 
·41 .• 5.# 46.5 83 77 86 
·- ·-
.·. · ... :. 
~- :· 
Re-X(%) ' 62. 4 · 77. 6 57, 1- 57.2. 76.3 76.2 · .. 62.8 73.2 
30: ':7 .. 6: 
~' 
·'""'"-'""' ' . 
. --- •· •-.. ~·-~~-~~--~-1--=- _· -,.. • ...-.- ••,:-,a,-, ... ,._ -----· •" 
. - '.. . 
.. ---·--- ~· 
-·--·-: ~--5.0 · ·· rl~E===-:CF~t-~Lb_)c__ecec=~--9--··=---==--=--··:~3 -- - ·. - ··-· -2 iy==-·-:-· -· ·=1·=9-- . =~~:,,.~~~~----,·-·~--·. ~~ti -·--:-=,;,i:rb,,.~-·,..,.,--,,.53-,,, .. -,--.-c-··- ··c:"'C" ___ .......... . 
'D X( O!) 63.0 62.:5 61 .2 81 .9 .r1.e- /::- -- -- ·~·- --
; ~. 




-- 32 ,, ,33 .... 
- - - -·--------------~---.,·-··---- - -··-----·- .. . . ·.'" ~ .. R-e--X(%) ____ --6 ,--~-8 ---8-6. 4 ---~ ---:-:-7_·- - -- - " 
----=""-
- - - ····-- = - -- --- ·~ QQ deg E .( 1t:±-Lb) - ··· i.O---· · _4g__, _____ ::-_:-.:.::i--t_;-· -. · -:7-."~-· ~-2.-. · -
_____ ,__, __ ------·-.-.,...-.,--_ .. ': .· ----~---::- ~ --- , ___ - - -- .... ----- -- . --· . . .. ··-----.---·-·· . . . - . 
. 
... ·----··--·----- - --· -- -
·9.- - -·- ·7: . . .fS- -- -· .-. . . _, ___ ,_  
. ~. • .. ·"°;;) •. 
-------
--- '~-;·:: :· - - ~~----
-
.r-·• ,~•~., ,· '• • •' ' ., I" ,,__.r 
* Data are represented by an average of two to three charpy specimen$ . 
. · _:"·: ..... :,. 
:.,-... ..... .. 1.: 
- '_, -· •' . -
' .-~ '. ... ·,·. ·. 




•i' 51 , •,'.,' . 
F R O N T s J D f. 
" 
I I I I l I I 
t 
' 
" I I I I .. 
. . 
I I I I I I 
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